
Curriculum Map Year 3 Term: Summer

Science
Plants
To Know:
● the functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, leaves and
flowers observing mature plants and starting to name the parts, then this will need
to be taught.
● The requirements of plants for life and growth (air, light, water, nutrients from
soil, and room to grow) and how they vary from plant to plant teach the three main
things plants need to grow.
● the way in which water is transported within plants
● the part that flowers play in the life cycle of flowering plants, including
pollination, seed formation and seed dispersal observe seeds and bulbs.

Light
To Know:
● they need light in order to see things and that dark is the absence of light
● that light is reflected from surfaces
● that light from the sun can be dangerous and that there are ways to protect their
eyes
● that shadows are formed when the light from a light source is blocked by an
opaque object
● the way that the size of shadows change and find patterns of change

History
Victorians: Industrial Revolution & The Empire (LH)
To Know:
● Who Queen Victoria was
Comparison of Queen Victoria and Queen Elizabeth II.
Can I explain why someone in the past acted in a certain way?
● The Victorian period in relation to other periods of British history
● That ways of life differed greatly across Victorian society
How has clothing changed since the Victorian era?
● About important figures in Victorian times
● And compare modern and Victorian schooling
Can they give examples of things that are different in their life from that of a long time
ago in a specific period of history such as the Victorian times?
● The impact of the Industrial Revolution across the world

To:
● Write a narrative using historical detail
● Compare the many representations of the Victorian period
● Observe small details using artefacts and pictures

PSHE Education
Relationships
To recognise and respond appropriately to a wider range of feelings in others
To recognise what constitutes a positive, healthy relationship and develop the skills to form and maintain positive and healthy
relationships - friendships
That their actions affect themselves and others
To judge what kind of physical contact is acceptable or unacceptable and how to respond
To listen and respond respectfully to a wide range of people
To work collaboratively towards shared goals
That differences and similarities between people arise from a number of factors, including family, cultural differences
To recognise and challenge stereotypesabout the difference between, and the terms associated with, sex and sexual orientation
How to recognise bullying and abuse in all its forms both in person and online
The concept of ‘keeping something confidential or secret’, If it makes you feel uncomfortable should you keep it a secret?
To  realise the nature and consequences of teasing and bullying how to respond and ask for help)
To understand personal boundaries
Know some differences and similarities between males and females

Geography
The Empire - World countries
To Know:
● The world’s countries, specific to the
Victorian Empire
● Their environmental regions, key
physical and human characteristics and
major cities. What is the difference
between a city and a town? Need to
understand the difference between
human and physical features and name
some human features.
● Introduction of the uses of lines of
longitude and latitude and the
prime/Greenwich Meridian and time
zones



Name male and female body parts using agreed words
Identify different types of touch that people like and do not like
-      Understand personal space
-      Talk about ways of dealing with unwanted touch
Understand that all families are different and have different family members Read ‘Part of the Party’ Ebook saved on the T-drive in
PSHE folder.  Karri the Koala faces a problem because she can’t take both her Daddies to the Mum and Daughter dance. Before
reading the rest of the book, discuss why others may feel marginalised by the Mummy and Daughter dance? Read on and
discover the other animals who are affected. Discuss how this could be resolved.

Identify who to go to for help and support.

● Describe and explain contrasting
locality. Victorian Beach to own location.
Differences - do this after Victorian era
established and how it impacted in
different places.
To:
● Use maps & junior atlases to locate
regions
● Interpret a range of sources of
geographical information, including
maps, diagrams & globes
● Communicate geographical
information in a variety of ways
● use letter/no coordinates

Art & Design
Science - Plants: Drawing Observational drawings
Experiment with different grades of pencil and other
implements. Plan, refine and alter their drawings as
necessary. Use their sketchbook to collect and record
visual information from different sources. Draw for a
sustained period of time at their own level. Use
different media to achieve variations in line, texture,
tone, colour, shape and pattern.

Three dimensional, two dimensional. Shading,
shadows, scumbling, shape, sketching, solid, stippling,
pencil, mark, outline, line, hatching, cross hatching,
flat, form, detail, linear, side stroke

Possible outcomes:Collect flowers, dissect to look at
different parts, sketch individual parts thinking about
textures using techniques above. Combine parts to
create a whole flowering plant image.

Vincent Van Gogh

Design & Technology
Mechanical Systems: Levers and Linkages
Possible links:
- Moving parts of machinery linked to Industrial revolution
- Ships sailing the ocean/sea

Key learning in design and technology
Prior learning
• Explored and used mechanisms such as flaps, sliders and levers.
• Gained experience of basic cutting, joining and finishing techniques with paper and card.
Designing
• Generate realistic ideas and their own design criteria through discussion, focusing on the needs of the user.
• Use annotated sketches and prototypes to develop, model and communicate ideas.
Making
• Order the main stages of making.
• Select from and use appropriate tools with some accuracy to cut, shape and join paper and card.
• Select from and use finishing techniques suitable for the product they are creating.
Evaluating
• Investigate and analyse books and, where available, other products with lever and linkage mechanisms.
• Evaluate their own products and ideas against criteria and user needs, as they design and make.
Technical knowledge and understanding
• Understand and use lever and linkage mechanisms.
• Distinguish between fixed and loose pivots.
• Know and use technical vocabulary relevant to the project.

Religious Education
Summer 1 - Islam

Music
Unit 5 Bringing Us Together



What does worship mean for Muslims?
How do Muslims show their respect for Allah in everyday life?
Worshipping at home.
5 Pillars of Islam
Ramadan and Id ul Fitr
Key Questions:
Why do Muslims fast during Ramadan?
How does fasting help Muslims to grow closer to Allah and to each other?
How do Muslims celebrate Id?

Things to think about:
Sawm
The importance of the month of Ramadan
Qur’anic quotes about fasting
Ramadan – a time to focus on Allah, being a good Muslim and considering those who have less
Fasting requirements
Breaking the fast
Worship during Ramadan.
Id ul Fitr
Celebration of keeping the fast at its end. Zakat al Fitr (charity at Id.)

Summer 2 - Hinduism
Recap:
What understanding do Hindus have about God?
What do stories at Diwali explain about God?

Teach:
What is the role of a Hindu temple in a Hindu’s life?
The Hindu Mandir
Respect shown by sitting on the floor
The shrine
The Aarti ceremony
Puja

Worship
Key Questions:
What is the importance of families in Hinduism?
Why are honesty and truthfulness important in Hinduism?
How do Hindus pray at home and in the Temple?

Learning focus
1. Listen and Appraise (start to recognise the style
indicators of Disco music)
● Listen and Appraise - Ain’t Nobody by Chaka Khan: Play
the music. Move to the music or sit
down to listen with closed eyes. After listening, talk about
the song and answer the questions
together using correct musical language.
● Listen and Appraise - Bringing Us Together again and sing
along. Use this as an extra
opportunity to learn the song. How are the songs different,
how are they similar?

2. Musical Activities (embed with increasing depth over time.
Refer to the Unit Overview and use the
Activity Manual for guidance)
a. Warm-up Games (including vocal warm-ups) - Bringing
Us Together
b. Flexible Games (an optional extension activity)
c. Vocal warm-ups and Learn to Sing the Song: Continue to
learn the song
d. Option: Play Your Instruments with the Song: Perhaps
revisit your learning
e. Option: Improvise with the Song: Perhaps include this
new Musical Activity in the chorus.

3. Perform
● Performance - Bringing Us Together: Perform and share
what has taken place in today’s
lesson. Sing the song and perhaps play instruments and/or
improvise within the song.



Things to think about:

The Hindu Home
● respect for all people and living things
● the importance of caring for others
● importance of honesty and truthfulness
● love and loyalty between member of the extended family
● value of the relationship between brother and sister and the Festival of Raksha Bandhan.
● worship at home – the home shrine
● Namaste - symbol of respect and greeting

The Hindu Mandir
● worship in a Mandir
● the role of the Hindu priest
● the role of divine images
● Prashad (food offered, blessed and served after prayer)

Physical Education
Summer 1
Ball control
Fitness (sprints/ plyometrics)
Summer 2
Rounders
Athletics

French
Likes and dislikes
J’adore – I love
J’aime – I like
Je n’aime pas – I don’t like
Je  déteste – I hate

Pull on previous knowledge:
Colours and animals
Use animal card prompts for colours and animals with the le,
la and les
E.g. les lapins – ‘the’ rabbits – le vert – ‘the’ green.

Link words - conjunctions
But – mais (meh)
And – et (eh)
Also – aussi (ow – si)

Extend sentences above by adding conjunctions.

Computing
Summer 1
Information Technology:
Digital Photos & Videos
Use iPads to take a variety of images and edit them using
annotation tools and mark-up. Add effects to a photo,
combine images.
Use PicCollage to create a collage of images.
Create a fantasy illustration by combining images and
photographs - also use Green Screen.
Learn how to take pictures using digital devices.

Using Green Screen by DoInk - overlaying pictures onto the
background.

Computer Science - Programming:
Coding
LEGO WeDo
5. Plants and Pollinators - Guided

Summer 2



E.g. J’aime les lapins et aussi les chats mais je n’aime pas
les chevaux.
I like rabbits and also cats but I don’t like horses.

Digital Literacy:
Emails
Recap what emails are and how to read them.
Login to their own email account.
Respond to email sent by the teacher.
Email another child in the class and begin a thread.
Focus on online behaviours - THINK.
To learn what an email is and how to read them.

Computer Science - Programming:
Tynker
On screen programming.
Creating 2D shapes using the code.
To consolidate their learning on Scratch before looking at
Tynker.


